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Postponing consideration of the clause in the Virginia plan
which would associate the judiciary with the executive in the
revision of legislative acts, the committee o£ the whole on June 4,
proceeding to the r^inth resolution, voted with little debate that
"a national judiciary be established, to consist of One supreme
tribunal, and of one or more inferior tribunals." But on the 5th
the program on the judiciary was so much interrupted by dis-
agreements that the committee went ahead to later resolutions
in the Virginia plan. They agreed on the tenth resolution: "that
provision ought to be made for the admission of States lawfully
arising within the limits of the United States, whether from a
voluntary junction of government and territory or otherwise.'*
The delegates were of course thinking of Vermont, which had
declared its independence of New York ten years before but had
not yet been admitted to the Union; of Tennessee, which in 1784
had set itself up as the independent State of Franklin but had
so far obtained recognition from neither North Carolina nor
Congress; of Kentucky, to the independence of which Virginia
had already consented; and of all the Western territories which
it was supposed .would be incorporated in time into the United
States; The committee of the whole agreed on the twelfth reso-
lution: "that provision ought to be made for the continuance of
a Congress and their authorities and privileges, until a given day,
after the reform of the articles of union shall be adopted, and
for the completion of all their engagements," The committee was
evidently assuming, with Mason, that the appointment of the
Convention had in effect dissolved the Confederation, and that
there must be some interim government till a new one could be
put in operation. Consideration of the llth, 13th, 14th, and 15th
Virginia resolutions was postponed.
As to the judiciary, the first matter discussed on the 5th was
the method of appointment. The Virginia plan proposed that this
be by the national legislature. Wilson opposed it. "Experience
shewed/' he said, "the impropriety of such appointments by
numerous bodies. Intrigue, partiality, and concealment were the
necessary consequences." He preferred to see the national ju-
diciary appointed by a single, responsible executive, Rutledge

